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give Man United hardfought win against
Norwich

Newspaper in
Education

According to researchers, it
could potentially detect
asymptomatic carriers of
the virus, who may not get
tested because they feel
healthy

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2

X-PLAINED

BLACK BOX
I

N THE NEWS FOR:
The black box of the IAF
chopper, carrying CDS
Bipin Rawat and 11 other militiary personnel that crashed
recently has been recovered.
According to experts, it will
help the investigative team
to know about the final flight
situation and other details.

A FACE MASK THAT
GLOWS IN THE DARK!

airliner and armed forces to
preserve clues from cockpit
sounds and data to help prevent future accidents.

cientists have
developed a
new face mask
that uses
ostrich antibodies to
detect Covid-19 by glowing under ultraviolet
light. It is hoped the
innovation could enable
low-cost testing of the
virus at home. The nonwoven mask features a
filter coated with ostrich
antibodies targeting
Covid, based on the idea
that previous research
has shown the birds have
strong resistance to disease. These antibodies
were extracted from the
eggs of ostriches that
had been injected with an
inactive, non-threatening
form of the coronavirus,
as antibodies transfer to
the offspring through the
yolk.( DAILY MAIL)
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HAT'S INSIDE A
BLACK BOX:
Weighing around
4.5 kilos, it has four main
parts: A chassis or interface
designed to fix the device and
clean connections to make
es or cockpit sounds and a
HAT: Also referred facilitate recording and playsure that they do not acciFlight Data Recorder (FDR).
to as Flight Data
back; An underwater locator
dentally erase data. The
Recorder, the black beacon; the core housing or
OW IS RECORDING audio or data file are then
box is a vital electronic
'Crash Survivable Memory
SOURCED: The pro- downloaded and copied. The
device that records 88 vital Unit' made of stainless steel
tective material is
data is then decoded from
parameters about a flight,
or titanium, and two
peeled and cleaned by the
raw files before being turned
including airspeed, altitude, recorders: a Cockpit Voice
technicians. They carefully
into graphs.
cockpit conversations, and
Recorder (CVR) for pilot voicair pressure, among others.
When a crash happens, the
Interestingly, the black box is neither black in colour nor box in
black box is located on a prishape. It is actually a compressor shaped device made in highority basis to understand
visibility orange colour. Though experts disagree on how the
what actually caused the
nickname originated, many historians attribute their invention to
crash. A black box is mandaAustralian scientist David Warren in the 1950s
tory for all the commercial
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IN OTHER NEWS

108 countries recognise Indian
Covid-19 vaccination certificate for
travel purpose: Govt

A

total of 108 countries recognise the Indian Covid-19 vaccination certificate for travel purpose, minister of state for health
Bharati Pravin Pawar informed Lok Sabha on Friday. The World
Health Organisation's Emergency Use Listing (EUL) assists
interested UN procurement agencies, member states and countries in
determining acceptability of using specific vaccines, based on an essential set of available data on quality, safety, efficacy and performance,
Pawar said in a written reply.

Pop superstar Alicia Keys
debuts new album 'Keys' live
in Dubai

S

MUSIC
uperstar Alicia Keys on Friday
debuted her new album live in front of a packed
crowd at the world's fair in Dubai— a lively pop
performance full of soaring vocals and piano solos.
The 15-time Grammy Award-winning singer's sprawling
double album, 'Keys', includes two versions of each
song: 'Originals', produced by Keys, and 'Unlocked',
produced by Keys and Michael Williams II, who goes by
Mike Will Made-It. Her piano-driven 'Originals' consists
of emotional, intimate soul tunes oozing with love and
longing, while 'Unlocked' showcases upbeat, more
clubby pop versions of the same tracks.

DEVELOPED

 In a study by Yasuhiro Tsukamoto and his team at Kyoto
Prefectural University in western Japan, participants wore
the masks for eight hours before the filters were removed
and sprayed with a chemical that glows under ultraviolet
light if Covid is present. Those that had been worn by people infected with the virus glowed around the nose and
mouth, researchers found
 They said the LED light of a smartphone could also be
used to detect the virus, which would greatly widen those
able to use the face mask. The scientists hope to further
develop the masks so that they will glow automatically,
without special lighting

$471,000
rice of a first edition of
'Harry Potter' that was
sold in the United States
recently. A world record price for
a 2Oth century work of fiction,
the hardback 1997 British edition
of 'Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone', with a
colour illustration on the cover,
was described by Heritage
Auctions as "magical, incredibly
bright and so very near pristine." The Dallas-based auction
house said only 500 copies with
the specific binding were printed. The final price was more than
six times the pre-sale estimate
of $70,000.

FACTOID

P

Previous auction prices
for Harry Potter first
editions have ranged
from about $110,000 to
$138,000.

British author JK Rowling went on to write six more books about
the adventures of the orphaned boy wizard that have sold some
500 million copies worldwide in 80 languages, according to the
US publisher Scholastic. The books were turned into eight films,
which made $7.8 billion at the global box office.

And the most-mispronounced

WORDS OF 2021 ARE...

C

Indian Railways to introduce

attendants on board premium trains

T

he Indian
Railways will
soon introduce attendants in its premium
trains, including
Vande Bharat,
Gatimaan and Tejas
Express, in a bid to
provide better passenger services.

The attendants will
be a mixed gendered crew that
will work only during the daytime in
premium trains.
There will also be
catering that aims
to match the standard of airlines

The Indian Railways
at present operates
around 25 premium
trains, which
include 12 Shatabdi,
one Gatimaan, two
Vande Bharat, one
Tejas Express

heugy is apparently a lot
to chew on. Grammy
Award-winning singersongwriter Billie Eilish
and Philadelphia Eagles center
Jason Kelce have something in
common — broadcasters butcher
their names. And virtually everyone is having trouble with ‘omicron’. All four made it onto this
year's list of most-mispronounced
words as compiled by the US
Captioning Company, which captions and subtitles real-time events
on TV and in courtrooms.
The list identifies the words
that proved most challenging
for newsreaders and people
on television to pronounce
this year

CHEUGY (CHOO-GEE): A trendy term
popularised by Gen Z and used to
mock an outdated and unfashionable
aesthetic typically associated with
millennials, such as ‘Live, Laugh,
Love’ signs
DALGONA (TAL-GOH-NAH): A Korean
treat made with melted sugar and
baking soda, popularised by Elon
Musk, causing its value to dramatically increase
EILISH (EYE-LISH):
The singer Billie
Eilish, whose album
‘Happier Than Ever’
was released this
year to critical

acclaim and nominated for the
Grammy Awards' Album of the Year
ETHEREUM (IH-THEEREE-UM): Another cryptocurrency that skyrocketed in value this year
amid the decentralisedcurrency boom

BOOK
ANGELA MERKEL TO
WRITE A POLITICAL
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

F

ormer German Chancellor
Angela Merkel wants to
write an autobiographical
book explaining her most
important political decisions, a
news outlet in Germany quoted a
close aide as saying on Friday.
Merkel's longtime office manager,
Beate Baumann, told news weekly
Der Spiegel that Merkel "doesn't
want to retell her whole life. She
would like to explain her central
political decisions in her own
words, and referring to her journey
through life."

 Merkel, 67, handed
over the chancellorship
to successor Olaf Scholz
on Wednesday after a
near-record 16 years in
power. She didn't seek a
fifth term in office and
hasn't disclosed her
future plans, though she
has said in the past that
she will not seek another
political role
 Merkel, a former scientist who grew up in East
Germany, entered politics
as communism crumbled
and joined the thenChancellor Helmut Kohl's
first post-reunification
government in 1990
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READ. PLAY. LEARN

“Never say never because limits, like fears,
are often just illusions.”
MICHAEL JORDAN, BASKETBALL LEGEND
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ETIQUETTE

INSPIRATION

BLOOMS DESPITE CHALLENGES
Pallavi.shankar@timesgroup.com

It’s not often that you get to hear stories
of blind cricket players – their dreams,
aspirations, obstacles – even in a country
like India where cricket is a national
passion. Blind cricket hasn’t got its due
and it’s time we talked about it. Times NIE
spoke to two young players who have risen
above their disability to learn and play a
popular game at the professional level –
here’s what keeps them motivated to give
their best to the sport they love

Personal grooming
TIPS AND TRICKS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW

K

NEELESH YADAV, 18, class XII, Delhi

A

IRFAN DIWAN, 17, class XII, Delhi

n active cricket player since the last 5 years, Neelesh was inspired
to play professional cricket after ‘watching’ other students from
his school play the much-watched game. His inspiration is Deepak
Mallik, a senior cricket player who also competed in the recent
2021 Blind National Cricket tournament held in the Capital.
ACHIEVEMENTS: “I played for Delhi in the 2016 blind cricket trophy, and have also competed at the international level,
against Nepal.
HOBBIES: “Travelling to new destinations and soaking in the
ambience and cultural flavour of the place is what I truly enjoy.”
HIS CRICKET HERO: “I am a huge fan of Virat Kohli because he
bats very well and has the right professional aggression to lead and win.”

 The recently concluded National Blind Cricket

tournament in Delhi saw 400 visually impaired
players play an overall of 67 T20 matches.
 Organised by The Cricket Association for the
Blind in India (CABI) in association with the
Samarthanam Trust for the Disabled, the final
match was telecast on DD Sports and, also on the
YouTube.
 While the state of Andhra Pradesh won the
National Blind Cricket Final, all the players who
got the opportunity to showcase their cricketing
skills on the national stage are winners in their
own right.
 This tournament is very significant in the sense
that it helped in the selection of key players for
the upcoming international championships.

I

rfan has been playing cricket since the last three years.
He is great friends with Neelesh Yadav as they both stay in
the same hostel and get to spend a lot of time together.
ACHIEVEMENTS: “I played international cricket in 2018,
which was a great moment of my life.”
HOBBIES: “My interest and pastime is also cricket.”

(Neelesh Yadav and Irfan Diwan are from the
Government Secondary School for Blind Boys,
Kingsway Camp, Delhi)

“The biggest challenge that blind
cricket faces is to get good sports
grounds for matches in Delhi.
Government hasn’t allotted sports
grounds for players with disabilities. We get a DDA sports complex
for `12,000 per day – an amount
which isn’t easy for us to raise.
There should be subsidies for blind
players, easy and flexible rules for
sports ground allotment and so
on. We need more support to
increase opportunities for blind
players to utilise their capabilities to the fullest.”

don’t have to feel embarrassed in
front of your friends or social
circle. And, if you don’t find the
notion of staying groomed for the
outside world, do it for yourself as
lack of hygiene can lead to numerous health issues like tooth
decay, respiratory problems, and
skin conditions.
However, given the hectic
schedules and volatile lifestyle,
people often neglect personal care
and hygiene factors which sometimes lead to social self-consciousness or, worse, some disease.
In this context, here we have curated a list of some must-know tips
on personal care and hygiene that
everyone should pay attention to:

FOR HEALTHY AND GLOWING SKIN: While cleaning your
face twice a day with a mild face wash product is a no-brainer, it
is crucial to drink plenty of water and take fresh fruits and vegetables to supply essential nutrients to your body. If you apply
makeup, remove it before going to bed, and always apply sunscreen
while stepping out of the house. In addition, do not compromise
with your beauty sleep. Go for restful sleep for seven to eight
hours,without disturbance. Also, always sleep on clean pillows,
mattress, and comforter/blanket to avoid aggravating pimples,
skin rashes, or respiratory issues.

HIS CRICKET HERO: “I admire MS Dhoni a lot. He is
very cool headed and manages the team excellently,
without getting stressed. I wish to do the same.”

YOGESH TANEJA, 37
President of cricket
association for the
Blind in Delhi

ABOUT THE BLIND CRICKET
TOURNAMENT

eeping your personal
grooming and hygiene
always on point is not a
matter of gender, nor
does it equate with caking your
face with superficial makeup or
wearing expensive perfume or designer clothes. Self-grooming simply means maintaining body hygiene, which will help you look presentable, healthy, and fit. Though
it is said that beauty is in the eye
of the beholder, does it mean that
keeping yourself clean and fresh
is not required? Absolutely not.
Remember, appropriate hygiene and grooming not only
boosts your self-esteem and confidence but also ensures that you

India
currently
holds the Blind
Cricket World Cup
T20 trophy, won
in 2018

FOR LUSCIOUS AND HEAVENLY HAIR: If you can’t maintain
your mane, keeping long hair is unnecessary. Choose a hairstyle
that suits your face and lifestyle since you’ll be the one regularly
oiling and shampooing it. Secondly, shampoo and
condition your hair with good quality products
at least twice or thrice a week, depending on
the grease or moisture content of your hair.
Always use a proper combing accessory to
avoid hair breakage, and oil your hair once
a week to supply nutrients to your hair roots.

GENDER PARITY ON THE CARDS
It’s time for women players too to don the
cricket cap for women’s blind cricket soon.
Chief Guest at the finals – Meenakshi Lekhi,
Minister of State for External Affairs of India
– while applauding the spirit of the players
said, “I am excited about the Women’s Blind
National Tournament due to be held in
Bangalore next year. Our government has
been putting in tremendous efforts to bring
in gender parity.”

STAY FRESH TO SMELL GOOD: The first
rule of good hygiene is the smell. Shower with
a gentle and nice-smelling shower gel/soap.
Steer clear of strong perfumes or deodorants
as it can cause unnecessary discomfort to people
around you. Use subtle fragrances or body mists – not the overpowering strong ones.

NAILS SPEAK VOLUMES: While shaking hands or simply having a conversation, inadvertently, people tend to notice your nails.
Always keep your hand hygiene intact. Cut, file, and clean your
nails regularly. The same goes for your toenails, which might be
visible while wearing certain types of shoes. Clean hand and toenails every fortnight to keep them clean and healthy.

FITNESS

Yoga mistakes
you may be making
and how to avoid them
S
o you think you
have your yoga
routine down
to pat? While it’s a
seemingly simple
regimen, there may
be mistakes that you
may be making without even realising it.
On International
Yoga Day, here’s looking at a few of them
if you have decided
to make the fitness
mantra a regular
part of your day

ONLINE CLASS? DON’T LOOK
AT THE SCREEN SUDDENLY

With gyms and public classes shut,
people are taking to online lessons,
including for those in yoga. But when
you have the laptop in front of you
on the floor and have started to
follow the oral instructions, don’t
suddenly stop in the middle of an
asana and stretch your head or neck
towards the screen. This may cause
a catch or strain or risk of a sprain.

BOOKS

WEARING
CLOTHES
THAT ARE
TOO TIGHT
Yoga is all about
movements that
are free flowing, so
anything that is
figure-hugging or
even too loose, will
constrict that. Instead, just go for
anything that is
form-fitting, yet
not too tight.

RUSHING THROUGH
THE REGIMEN:
DON’T
OVERDO IT:
Yoga is about being
mindful and concentrating on your breathing
and other exercises. Do
not speed up the class,
rather enjoy it and allow for that mind-body
connection.

Any kind of bravado while exercising is a big no-no, and same
goes for yoga. Do not train or
push yourself to accomplish a
pose that you may not be able
to do. Being overzealous can result in
injury.

Anne Shirley from ‘Anne of Green
Gables’

A

Jo March from ‘Little Women’

T

he main character
of ‘Little Women’,
Jo is an outspoken
tomboy with a passion for writing. Her
character is based
partly on Louisa
May Alcott herself. Jo refuses
Laurie’s offer of
marriage, despite
the fact that
everyone assumes
they will end up together. She is bold,
outspoken, brave, daring, loyal, principled, and real.

Elizabeth Bennett from
‘Pride & Prejudice’

N

o list of strong literary
women characters is complete without the sassy
and bold Elizabeth
Bennett. She is strong,
smart, and knows what
she wants. Despite living in a world that just
wasn’t fair to women,
Elizabeth never let that
stop her from speaking
her mind. Also, she is
well-read and quickwitted, with a tongue
that
occasionally
proves too sharp for
her own good.

nne was imaginative, ambitious, competitive, smart,
loved reading and writing, and
totally rocked the red hair and
freckles (even though she despises
her red hair and longs for smooth
ivory skin and golden hair)! Also,
she made the best of bad situations and was never afraid to
speak her mind or stand up for
herself.

Literature
has given us innumerable
memorable characters that have
Anna Karenina from ‘Anna
somewhere stayed in our hearts. We have
Karenina’
either imbibed certain traits of these
nna is a beautiful, aristocharacters in our personalities or they have
cratic, sharply intelligent, intensely
influenced our lives in different ways. On top of
charismatic
that, despite the time and irrespective of the
woman. Nearly
everyone – male,
social settings certain novels were written in,
female, young, old
– is very much atthey managed to give us many heroines who
tracted to her, and at
the beginning of the novel, she is the brilstood out in their own special ways.
liant centre of her society. However, her
Let’s take a look at six such classic
relentless pursuit of love and her extramarital affair with Vronsky cause her to be
literary heroines who
cast into social exile, which makes her an even
more humane and relatable character.
became iconic

A

Jane Eyre from ‘Jane Eyre’

F

rom the beginning of the novel,
Bronte describes Jane as a strongwilled, passionate and outspoken
young girl. She constantly opposes
the cruel treatment of her cousin,
John, and her aunt – Mrs Reed. Neither rich nor beautiful, she is intelligent, strong, passionate, straightforward, and honest. She always
somehow manages to unveil the
hypocrisy of people and institutions.
How can we forget a character like her?

Laura Ingalls from ‘Little House on
the Prairie’

A

dventurous, athletic, and not
quite as ladylike as her sisters or mother, Laura often struggles with her inability to fit into
societal standards. While she never truly grows out of her tomboyish streak, Laura slowly blossoms
into a young woman unashamed
of who she is or where she came
from. Also, for a girl in the 19th century, she was a
huge badass!

